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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The authors report a short case series of sclerosing encapsulating peritoniti (SEP) in the

form of an abdominal cocoon syndrome (ACS). They describe difficulties in diagnosis

and give a treatment recommendation (primarily surgery), not without mentioning

possible alternatives. Title, Abstract and Keywords are good and meaningful. The Core

Tip gives additional information. The Introduction is short. Some general information

given in the Discussion could be transfered to the Introduction, but that would be just

„polishing“. The Case presentations are well done. Each case adds a different angle to

the syndrome, so they give a more complete picture. One question: were there any

histological or immunohistochemical peculiarities in the cocoon material? The

Discussion is giving information about the differences in idiopathic and secondary SEP.

There seems to be a higher prevalence in Asia wich corresponds with the distribution of

previously published reports. CT scan is recommended for diagnosis although there is

not a concise information of the advantages (apart from operator dependence) in

contrast to ultrasound, which might allow for a more timely and direct diagnosis. This

might reflect regional differences in training. The Conclusion picks up the issues
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mentioned in the Abstract, Introduction and Discussion. References are good. Pictures

give an idea of the pre- and intraoperative situation. All in all, the case reports are well

done. There are a very few minor details which might add to it, but it would also be

worthy of direct publishing.
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